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Please amend the paragraph beginning at pagC^jineJS^s follows:

Furthermore, conventional transmitter designs operate so that the output power is

transmittedupon^^ in a fo^vision Multiple

A^essiCDMAieDMA environment, for example, the power output ofamobile transmitter

will typicallybe based upon the distance between the mobile transmitter and the base stauon

currently in use[[d]] . m such an environment, the output power will increase, for example, ifthe

mobile transmitter travels closer to the base station. In operation, the gain ofa vanable gam

amplifier that is part ofthe transmitter, at either me intermediate frequency (IF) or radio

frequency^ stage,^

situation, while the output power may become too large for a period oftime, that is acceptable

within the overall system requirements.

Please amend the paragraph at page^lineX as follows:

In other environments, however, it is required, by for instance the Federal

Communication Commission ££££}, that the output power must not exceed a pre-specified level

at anytime, In such an environment, the above-described design caroxot be used. Smcemorder

to take into account instances in which power will exceed the pre-specified maximum, the

average output power must be much lower than that maximum, which degrades system

performance to an unacceptable level.

Please amend the paragraph at page 6, line 10. as follows:

Fig. 1 illustrates a block diagram ofan embodiment ofa power control circuit 100. As

showninFig. 1, IF upmixer 110 upconverts signals receivedby the transceiver to an IF

fr^^fi^ey^is known, for^amsl^a^pieal GigaHertz IF Frequency and a5

C-igaHertz RF frequency. After the IF upmixer 110 [[130]]. the IF variable gain amphfier fVGAJ

130 which, in the preferred embodiment contains a 5 bit input control input and is configurable

from Odg [[OdB]] to liSdBU&B in steps ofOSdB O^dB, amplifies the IF signal The
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amplified IF signal is then transmitted to anRF upmixer 178, which upconverts the IF signal to

an RF signal

Please amend the paragraph at page 7, line 9, as follows:

The outputs from each of the power detectors 182A and 182B are supplied to a

comparator 188, which is strobed at appropriate intervals, described hereinafter, and the

difference between the transmitted signal and the reference signal obtained from the comparator

188 is input to power control circuit 190. As described further hereinafter with respect to Fig. 2.

the power control circuit 190 is used to achieve and maintain a steady state operation, such that

on a packet-to-packet basis the gain settings ofthe variable gain amplifier 13Q desirably

results in a substantially constant outputpower. While the variable gain amplifier

130 is described hereinafter as a single gain stage containing numerous gain cells, it is noted that

a number ofvariable gain amplifiers, in both IF and RF transmitter portions, could instead be

used, with the composite gain then being determined and usedby the power control circuit 190

as described herein.

Please amend the paragraph beginning at page 8, Una 21, as follows:

£ however, in step 204 a normal operation mode occurs, then gainSelect flag will be set

to "0". and the gain used will set the variable gain amplifier 130 to a normal mode operation

imtial gain value. In this state, the first few data symbols, such as the first eight, that are

transmitted will preferablyhave known., deterministic initial values, thus allowing tie power

control circuit to achieve a steady state condition more accurately. In a preferred embodiment,

gain control is only performed on some initial number ofthe first few data symbols, such as 5, so

that the remaining symbols having detenninistic values can be used for automatic gain control

(AGC) in the receiver which is receiving the transmitted signal. Further, in the preferred

embodiment, each symbol is PJU5*8G* long, such that if gain changes occur during the first 5

symbols this provides [[4Ds]] for obtaining the appropriate gain, and each packet is about i

IBS [[1ms]] in duration.
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please amend the paragraph at page 9, line 9, as follows:

Once the gain setting for the VGA 130 is obtained and the power amplifier 180 becomes

turned on, then the normal mode operation initial gain value will be used to initially operate tbe

variable gam ajnirtifi^
An initial

wait step 206 then follows, and allows the system to settle at this initial gain value. The initial

wait time can be predetermined, but will typically be longer than the wait time that is used

between gain steps as described hereinafter.

Please amend the paragraph beginning atpage9. line 19, as follows:

In the preferred embodiment, the gainmay be increased in 05dS OrSdB increments,

although in early steps ifthe gain is lower than the desired gain by some predetermined threshold,

steps as large as 2.0 dS 34dB can be initially used. No matter what gain steps are used, however,

an important aspect ofthe present invention is that an individual gain step will not cause the

overall power ofto transmitted signal to exceed a predeterminedmaximum value, which value

will typically correspond to FCC regulations, as noted above. Also during step 208, the next

wait interval is set, which again can be up to ? us in 62.5 ns 2kh*4Z3b* steps in the preferred

embodiment.

Please amend the paragraph beginning atpage 11. line 15, as follows:

Fig. 3 shows the inductively-loaded fblded-cascode level-shift stage between the upmixer

110 and the variable gain amplifier 130 in more detail. The IF upmixer 110, which will either

take the baseband signal to an IF level as described in the preferred embodiment, as well as the

RF upmixer 1 78, which will take the IF signal to an RF level, can be formed using conventional

techniques. The present invention provides, however, an inductively tuned level-shift stage at

the output ofthe IF mixer 1 10. The differential output signal, shown as DP (positive)iU and

DN (negative) U3, mat is output from the mixer 1 12, is transmitted through an inductively

loaded folded cascode circuit P-typ* ^l-oxide-semiconductpr (PMQS)FMQS transistors

1 1 8 and 120, with each gate thereofbiased at aDC bias that will result in a fixed, predetermined

DC drain current flowing through the PMOS transistors 122 and 124, [[,]] complete the level-

shift circuit at the output ofmixer 1 10. The purpose ofthe level-shift block is to convert the
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VDD iwn-nnrin fVDDVreferenced driver output ofthe upmixer circuit 1 10.to a

ground-referenced signal suitable for driving an r^T* ^I-oxide-semtmndnctoy fflMOg)

NMOS current mirror, as well as to convert the differential outputs ofthe upmixer circuit 1 10

into low-impedance (current-mode) nodes, thereby making the upmixer circuit less sensitive to

the quality factor (Q) of the tuned output load. Put another way, the level-shift block with the

PMOS common gate stage operates as a folded-cascode stage with unity current gain, redirecting

AC current from the upmixer circuit 1 10 to ground.

Please amend the paragraph at page 12, line 15 as follows:

Hie input current load block 132 ofFig. 4 will first be described in more detail, and

containsNMOS transistors 134, 1 63, 138 and 140. with the gates ofNMOS transistors 134 and

136 being biasedby the firstDC voltage and which together function as cascode transistors for

thecurrentniinortransistorl38andl40. [[.]] legate ofeach oftransistors 138 and 140, and

the drain ofeach of transistors 134 and 135, respectively receive the MP and INN input signals,

which are output from the input current load block as signalsm [[ON]] andbu [[GPJ] as shown.

Please amend the paragraph beginning at page 12, line 22, as follows:

The switch network 142 ofFig. 4 will next be described in more detail and contains

PMOS transistors 144 and 148, andNMOS transistors 146, and 150. Transistors 144 and 146

operate as a pair and are used to switch the cascode voltage at the gates oftransistors 134 and

136 to the outer pair of transistors 162 and 170 ofthe gain cell block 160, as described further

hereinafter, whereas transistors 148 and 150 operate as a pair and are used to switch the cascode

voltage at the gates oftransistors 134 and 136 to the inner pair oftransistors 164 and 168 ofthe

gain cell 160. Each oftransistors 144 and 146 are switched based upon the oosjiPOS^ input

signal, whereas each oftransistors 148 and 150 are switched based upon the agg_bNEW input

signal' In operation, either one ofepsJi or nsg_h NEGd* may be on at the same time,

but both will not be on at the same time. It is also noted that PMOS transistors 144 and 148 have

their bulk node tied to their source nodes providing lower on-resistance, which improves their

switch characteristics, and that the size ofthe transistors 144. 146, 148 and 150 is fixed, and not
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related to the size ofany other deices, unlike the transistors in the input current load block 132

and gain cell 160, which are chosen to mirror each other, as described further herein.

Please amend the paragraph at page 13, line 14, as follows:

Each gain cell 160, such as the gain cell 160-1 ofFig. 4, is essentially anNMOS current

mirror, formed oftransistors 162-172. Before further describing a gain cell 160, it is noted that

the current outputs from the.gain cell 160 mirror the current inputs hje [[INP]] and ins [[INN]]

presented to the input current load block 132. The sizing ofthe transistors 162, 164, 168 and 170

thus mirror the size ofthe transistors 134-140 from the input current load block 132.

Please amend the paragraph beginning at page 13, line 19, as follows:

With transistor 166 having its gate controlled by the ffi [[GP]] signal, and transistor 172

having its gate controlled by the ga [[GN]] signal, and possibly either transistors 162 and 170. or

164 and 168 turned on, depending upon the state ofthe posj* P©S=B and neg_b NEG^ signals,

each gain cell is provided with two gain settings: a positive polarity setting and a negative

polarity setting. In the positive gain setting, current from transistors 166 and 172 flows through

transistors 162 and 170, respectively, in a conventional current niinor configuration. In the

negative gain setting, the drain outputs ofthe current mirrors are reversed, and current from

transistors 166 and 172 flows through transistors 164 and 168, respectively, resulting in a current

mirror cell with the same AC gain, but opposite polarity.

Regarding the paragraph at page 14, line 5, Figure 4 has been modified to show "OUTN"

and "OUTP." Please amend the paragraph at page 14, line 5 as follows:

In operation, as noted, multiple ones ofthe gain cells 160 in the variable gain amplifier

130 will be connected in parallel such that two signals, GNgaand gp_€P, drive the commonm

GN and gBSP input of all ofthe gain cells, and two outputs, OUTN and OUTP, will be driven

by the common OUTN and OUTP outputs of all ofthe gain cells. This type ofparallel

connection ofmultiple gain cells allows for small incremental gain steps. In operation, there

should always be more "positively-connected" gain cells than "negatively^onnected" gain cells,

resulting in an overall positive configuration.
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Please amend the paragraph at page 14, line 12, as follows:

Within the variable gain amplifier 130. a single one^fthe gains&W cull 160,' which

LumimiutDdlr.mim.i n f'
•nin fin |,„uu uclvd 03mh^L,iuulud L d, hu.printinn, thn

yto oeU 160' fK'-fin^dm.tcein can be both "posmvely-corinecied" and "negatively-

connected," thereby allowing it to be placed in a neutral gain configuration and allowing for fine

adjustments » be made by simply turning this gam fineadjust cell on or oft and effectively

allowing the gain increment to be halfofwhat it would be without mis gam fmeadjust cellW
160. Thus, for example, ifgains are stepped through at 0 5 dW 1 0 rtfr H dB, 2.0 dB, 2.5 dB,

and3 ,0dB Q.5dDt l.OdD, 1.5dB, 2MD.2.5M, imrl T Offi . the fine adjust cell will change state

several times. It should also be noted that each ofthe variousWLk?&h* and negj)O&h*

signals is controlled by the power control circuit, which, as described, operates digitally.

Accordingly, it will be appreciated that the relative size ofeach gain step can be precisely

controlled, since each gain step may be a combination ofboth positively connected gain cells and

negatively connected gain cells.
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